
  
 
 

  
  
  

 
 

"I don't get it," says the young man working behind the fruit and vegetable stand. A few metres in front of 
him is a giant, colourful sculpture. Fashioned from old fruit boxes and oodles of wool, bells and other bits 
and bobs, it soars through the air like an enormous, multicoloured dragon, pieces dangling from its many 
limbs. 
Below, stacked pallettes are swathed in hessian; atop them are cardboard boxes filled with colourful balls 
of yarn arranged like fruit. At the front, a capsized trolley overflows with what look like abundant bunches 
of grapes, made from green and purple fabric. 
 
This is NSW-based artist Hiromi Tango's offering for the inaugural Public Art Melbourne Biennial Lab, 
at the Queen Victoria Market until Sunday. Eight artists (or artist groups) have explored the bustling, 
ever-changing space through different media – from visual art to animation to audio. 
Most people come to the market to buy fresh fish or shop for cheap clothes – not to encounter art. The 
sometimes confused reactions are all part of the fun, though they link somewhat awkwardly to the theme 
of the biennial, "What Happens Now?" 
 
Many of the works change over time, just as the market itself is a living, breathing thing. Tango, for 
instance, will continue to add to her sculpture, Wrapped, over the course of the week. 

 
 



 
 

While a two-week intensive workshop with all participating artists prior to making their works appears to 
have given the biennial a sense of thematic cohesion, some of the responses feel a bit too didactic. 
 
The works that defy any one particular interpretation – such as Tango's striking sculpture-in-progress – are 
the most successful in the context of a marketplace that means many different things to different people. 
But the breadth of forms of expression in this inaugural public art project – which will be at a different 
location in 2018, with funding secured for another in 2020 – is refreshing.  


